Engine Repair
Full Sets (FS)

The Complete Solution
NAPA Gaskets by Fel-Pro® Full Sets are available primarily for older vehicles. They provide every gasket necessary for upper and lower engine work, usually a total engine overhaul. The proliferation of engine types in late-model vehicles has made it generally impractical to offer Full Sets for each type. Stocking Full Sets for each would require more shelf space than most parts stores have available.

NAPA Gaskets by Fel-Pro solve this by offering Head Sets for the upper engine work and Conversion Sets for lower engine work. Combined, these two sets constitute a Full Set. Combining the two sets provides the technician with all of the gaskets needed, while alleviating an inventory issue for the parts store by allowing flexible options for fulfilling customers’ sealing needs.

HEAD SET (HS) + CONVERSION SET (CS) = FULL SET (FS)

NAPA Full Sets have everything needed, including the premium materials, for a complete engine rebuild.